Features

Seamless Access: The lines between thick, thin, mobile and stationary clients are blurring. Information now needs to be seamlessly presented to a variety of devices. The PI Visualization Suite gives you the flexibility to use the right tool for the right application — delivering your data to users wherever they are, whatever their device.

Improved Visibility: The PI Visualization Suite lets every employee in your company leverage your data, regardless of whether they need a few KPIs or access to detailed data from all your facilities.

Versatile Access: PI Clients work together enabling users to dynamically transition between tools as they explore data. With PI Visualization Suite you always have the best tool for viewing and analyzing data.

Business Challenge

The rapid speed of modern business requires constant access to information. Employees throughout the company, from operators to CEOs, need to be able to instantly access data. With employees scattered throughout the workplace — from workers in their trucks to analysts in meeting rooms, operators on the plant floor and a CEO on the go, getting information to people wherever they are is a daunting challenge. But just accessing data isn’t nearly enough. Different people need to see data in different ways and at different frequencies requiring your data to be presented in dozens (sometimes hundreds) of different ways. And information can’t be static – people need to be able to dive into data, to fully investigate issues as they arise. To realize its full potential your data needs to be instantly accessible, flexibly displayed and available anytime, anywhere.

Overview

The PI Visualization Suite™ offers businesses the data presentation flexibility they need. Encompassing the full suite of PI Clients™, the PI Visualization Suite gives you the tools you need to deliver PI System™ data to mobile devices, laptops/desktops and the web. Providing full flexibility of data presentation, the PI Visualization Suite lets you present your operational and event data in all the ways your employees wish to see it. Imagine the power – all your company’s data instantly available to every worker in your company, no matter where they are, twenty-four hours a day.
Benefits

Support Evolving Business: How your business needs to access, view, analyze, share and deliver data changes rapidly. The PI Visualization Suite helps you dynamically adapt to these changes. As data analysis requirements evolve and new divisions/people require access to your data, you can instantly deploy the appropriate PI Client.

Comprehensive Solution: PI Visualization Suite provides unlimited access to the PI Clients so you can meet the diverse visualization and analysis needs of all your employees. With on-the-go visualizations, deep dive analysis capabilities and tools that support users regardless of the device they are using, the PI Visualization Suite helps you fully leverage your PI System data enterprise wide.

PI Visualization Suite Includes

PI Coresight™: Perform ad hoc analysis on PI System data and share your insights with others using this intuitive, iPad® app and web-based tool.

PI ProcessBook™: Build dynamic, interactive, process displays to help users view and analyze your data.

PI DataLink™: Create reports and perform detailed calculations with your PI System data using the familiar spreadsheet environment of Microsoft® Excel®.

PI WebParts™: Combine your PI System data with the powerful capabilities of Microsoft SharePoint®.

PI Manual Logger™: Easily and securely collect data on the go with mobile devices or your PC.

PI ActiveView™: Seamlessly repurpose your PI ProcessBook displays for use on the internet or in other applications such as Microsoft Office.

PI BatchView™: View your PI System data within the context of your batch processes.

License Management Made Simple: With the PI Visualization Suite you can deploy whatever tool you need, whenever you need it — you no longer need to restrict users or predict usage.

Download PI Coresight for iPad

PI Coresight™: Perform ad hoc analysis on PI System data and share your insights with others using this intuitive, iPad® app and web-based tool.

PI ProcessBook™: Build dynamic, interactive, process displays to help users view and analyze your data.

PI DataLink™: Create reports and perform detailed calculations with your PI System data using the familiar spreadsheet environment of Microsoft® Excel®.

PI WebParts™: Combine your PI System data with the powerful capabilities of Microsoft SharePoint®.

PI Manual Logger™: Easily and securely collect data on the go with mobile devices or your PC.

PI ActiveView™: Seamlessly repurpose your PI ProcessBook displays for use on the internet or in other applications such as Microsoft Office.

PI BatchView™: View your PI System data within the context of your batch processes.

About OSIsoft, LLC

OSIsoft [www.osisoft.com] delivers the PI System, the industry standard in enterprise infrastructure, for management of real-time data and events. With installations in more than 110 countries spanning the globe, the PI System is used in manufacturing, energy, utilities, life sciences, data centers, facilities and the process industries. This global installed base relies upon the PI System to safeguard data and deliver enterprise-wide visibility into operational, manufacturing and business data. The PI System enables users to manage assets, mitigate risks, comply with regulations, improve processes, drive innovation, make business decisions in real-time and to identify competitive business and market opportunities. Founded in 1980, OSIsoft is headquartered in San Leandro, California, with operations worldwide and is privately held.
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